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No water, just facts

About Us



Who are we?

* ITentika. Smart IT-solutions for your business.

A team of IT experts who live and 
breathe IT

We have many years’ experience working with the world top 
companies, creating complex information systems and products for 
leaders of financial sphere, retail and commerce, transport and 
logistics, healthcare, manufacturing and other industries. 



We understand how important it is today to supply companies with 
effective IT systems. We know how to build lateral communication 
with the customer’s team and we are able to find the best 
engineering solution for your business need. 



In numbers

500+
Specialists

20+
Years of experience 
in international 
development

B2B
Sector

10+
Industries

VoronezhMoscow

Krasnodar

Saint Petersburg

Across Russia
worldwide & remote



ITentika — your credible partner

We offer a systematic approach to 
business solutions with the help of 
information technologies. 

Industry expertise

We understand the specifics of IT solutions in your line of work 
and in the process of development we take into consideration 
your business perspectives.

Technology expertise

ITentika is all about architects with experience of developing 
diverse IT solutions, top-notch developers working with a wide 
technology stack, meticulous QAs and business analysts.

Best practices

Our developers have experience in developing software for leaders of the global 
market in various business sectors. 

Flexibility

We quickly adapt to changing environment and find solutions to any business need 
regardless of its complexity.

Responsibility and reliability

We provide custom development services and take on the entire technological 
lifecycle. ITentika is capable to govern and manage any size project. We build 
strong, long-term relationships with every client, for mutual benefit and growth.



Media-kit

Brand elements



Company name

There’s only one correct way to write the company name.



Motto

Smart IT-solutions for business

Straightforward and clear. We sell what we do.  



Logo

The safe zone around the logo equals the blue rectangle (cursor) height. It should be kept in all directions.



What’s the idea?

Blinking developers’ terminal cursor has become a symbol of the 
company. 

We write the code – the cursor blinks.



Icon & logo options

The icon is minimalistic, as well as the logo.



Logo variants

Colored logo

 White letters on black / deep blu
 Black letters on white

Monochrome logo

 White on black / deep blu
 Black on white



Figures

We also have a triangle pattern.

Why triangles? We just like them, that’s it.



More triangles

We added lots of different ones. 

Sometimes we swing at the edge trying to keep balance. 

Well, we just thought it was quick. And decided to go with it.



We also have a 3D cat

Why a cat?

Everyone likes cats, they are cute.

Sometimes we imagine it being a mouse or any other pet. But now it’s a cat, and we will improve it further.



Fonts

We’re proud that we bought these fonts. Detailed typographics to be continued...

Main

Gilroy
Accent

Phonk Sans



Colors

Colors

Background / Dark

#000000 (100%)

Basic / Deep blue

#161725 (100%)

Background / Light

#F5F5F5 (100%)

Basic / White

#FFFFFF (100%)

Accent / 900

#001751 (100%)

Accent / 800

#002EA3 (100%)

Accent / 700

#0045F4 (100%)

Accent / 600

#467AFF (100%)

Accent / 500

#749BFF (100%)

Accent / 400

#A3BCFF (100%)

Accent / 300

#D1DEFF (100%)

Accent colors

Background colors should be 
used as main colors with white 
text on black and deep blue, 
and black text on white.

Accent colors should be used 
as complementary colors with 
white text.



Smart IT-solutions for business

Contact Us

pr@itentika.ru


